LOCKS
Canal St Martin, Paris

River navigation for the transport of people or goods is thousands of years old, but until locks came
into use (in the 14th century) it was limited to sections of the rivers with adequate depth and no
impassable barriers such as rocky ledges which formed natural weirs.
Lateral canals are those which follow alongside a river; locks are used to change the elevation of
the waterway in steps and to allow vessels to bypass obstacles.
Locks back up a stretch of water at a certain surface level; when the depth becomes too shallow or
a ledge of rock is encountered, then another lock is installed. The waterway proceeds up the slope
in steps. If the canal crosses over a summit between two watersheds, then it is called a summit
canal, and there will be a series of locks stepping down the other side.
An example of a summit canal is shown below, taken from the EuroCanals guide “Waterways of
Brittany”. The horizontal sections show the distance between locks; the vertical steps are the rise or
fall at each lock. On both sides of the summit the locks are very close together, so the steps are
obscured on this graph.
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The Invention of Locks
The first “pound lock”, a basin of water impounded between two gates, was invented in China in
984 AD. The practical details that make locks work as they do today was developed by Leonardo
da Vinci, who in 1495 introduced in France the apparatus L’écluse à sas à deux paires de portes
busquées, “A lock chamber with two pairs of gates attached”. Leonardo’s sketch still exists and is
much more artistic than this one (with his notes translated):
Pivoting gates hinged
to sidewalls, with
valves built-in and
operated from above
Masonry sidewalls
(rather than dirt)
The key to the design is the mitered gates
which close tightly and are held in place by
the pressure of water due to different water
levels. The photo shows the miter angle of the
mating gates.
When you are in a lock that is filling or
emptying, the first sign that the cycle is complete
will be the slight opening between the mitered
ends, indicating that the water levels have
equalized, allowing the gates to open.

Level, rigid chamber floor

Sa

Flow

Leonardo da Vinci’s
sketch is labeled
“Sa”. The French
word is Sas, for
“lock chamber”.

How Locks Work:
Step 1: A vessel bound upstream enters the lock and the crew secures lines to bollards.
Rise, typically 2-4 meters

Side View

Upstream valves closed

Downstream valves open
Upstream
gates
closed

Downstream
gates
open

Top View

The vessel should be immediately secured to bollards with a line
from the bow and the stern, and held tightly against the lock wall.

How Locks Work:
Step 2: Downstream gates and valves are closed after all vessels have entered.
The lock fills with water through the open upstream valves, lifting the vessel.

Upstream valves open

All gates closed

Downstream valves closed

As the vessel rises the crew must “take up slack “ on the bow
& stern lines to hold the vessel tightly against the lock wall.

How Locks Work:
Step 3: When the level in the lock equals the level upstream,
the upstream gates are opened, allowing the vessel to exit and proceed.

Upstream
gates
open

Downstream valves closed
Downstream
gates
closed

How Locks Work:
The process is reversed when headed downstream.
As the vessel descends the crew must “let out “ on the bow & stern lines
while holding the vessel tightly against the lock wall.

Upstream valves closed

Downstream valves open
A Note of Caution:
Many locks will have a sill that extends 1 to 2 meters inside the lock
from the upstream gate. Be sure that the stern of the vessel does not
settle onto this sill.

Most locks, like the one at left, will have walls that are
straight, both horizontally and vertically. But on some
canals, notably the Canal du Midi, the sidewalls are
curved, resulting in an oval lock. This was done for
reasons of strength; when the lock is empty there is
substantial inward pressure on the long sidewalls. An arc
is inherently stronger than a straight wall and was suited
to 17th-century construction techniques. The design is
not used on later locks, although some are built with
straight sidewalls that slope inward toward the bottom,
for the same reason of inherent strength.

Abbeville lock, Canal de la Somme

Raonel lock,
Canal de la Robine
(a branch of the Canal
du Midi)

On the narrow canals of Britain, a single swinging "top gate" is
sometimes used, with a mitered pair at the bottom, or downstream
end, of the lock. A narrow lock is seven feet wide.

Cropredy lock,
Oxford Canal

How Locks Work:
Operating a manual lock
Narrowboat travelers
approaching a lock on the
Oxford Canal. The previous
lock is just around the curve
behind, so it is convenient to
simply walk ahead on the
towpath.
It is not unusual that the lady
of the boat is the steerer,
while men walk ahead to
operate the valves and gates,
both of which sometimes
require good strength.
The lady at the bow and the
gentleman are each holding a
“lock key” used to crank the
valves open. It is carried
along on the boat; forgetting
it may mean a long walk
back to the previous lock,
and for heaven's sake don't
drop it in the canal.

The lock is full of water, as the previous boat has completed its passage
and has tied up in the distance for lunch.

Craydon lock

The first step is to drain the
lock by cranking open the
valves in each of the
downstream gates.
He has already opened the
valve in the gate at right; note
the shaft extending above the
gearbox.
The water level in the lock has
already dropped about one
foot.

Both valves are now open and the lock is draining.

The beams are swung to open the gates.
The lady is closing the valve on her gate.

Only the locks are 7’ wide; the canal is more than twice that.
Note the bollards for use by waiting boats.

The nose of the boat begins to
enter the lock.
Note the position of the valve
shaft at right, fully down
(closed) while the gentleman is
preparing to lower the valve
shaft on his side.
The bow line is left handy on
the deck. The skipper will stop
the forward progress of the
boat by reversing the engine,
however there is a braided
rope fender tied at the bow just
in case contact is made with
the lock gate or another boat.

Ready to close the gates.

When the gates are closed
the lock is filled by opening the
valves alongside the upstream gate.

The lock is filling
and the boat is rising.

The gentleman is opening the
left-side valve; the right-side
valve is fully open.

Note the towpath which continues along the entire canal,
convenient for the crew but also great for hikers and bikers.

When the lock has completely filled,
the final step is to swing the upstream gate
open and the boat can depart.

In France the crank handles are most often permanently attached. The one atop the pedestal will swing
the gate closed. The handle at right, on the gate catwalk, is used to raise or lower the valve in the gate,
opening or closing it. Although it is possible to release a cog and allow the mechanism to free-fall, this
may be harmful to the valve (or to your hand!); it should be cranked in both directions.

A crew of six is traveling aboard this
rental boat on the Canal du Nivernais;
everyone has a job to do.

In France and Belgium a lock-keeper is usually present, but the boat crew (in red and white above) often
helps with the cranking as a courtesy and to speed things along. On some canals the lock mechanisms are
now fully automated; the operation of the lock may be initiated by a photocell, a remote control box or a
canal-side pole which activates a switch. (Water is overflowing the top of the gates in this photo; the valves
are just beginning to open, under the lower water level.)

The boat is secured by lines from the bow and stern,
each around a bollard and each managed by a crew member
(the man on the lower front deck is difficult to see.)

The gates are being cranked open; soon the skipper will take the wheel
and the lines will be hauled back from the bollards. Departure should be
slow until the skipper has the rudder straight ahead.

Here the skipper is holding the boat against
the wall with a line from the bow, around a
bollard, to the stern. This is a small boat
(9m) so a single line is sufficient; larger
boats will require a separate bow & stern
line, with a crewperson on each line. The
line should be ready before entering the
lock; be sure that it is outside the bow rail.
Do not secure the line to a stern cleat, it
must be ready to be tightened in a filling
lock or slackened in an emptying lock.
Careful attention should be paid to this task,
as it is much easier to keep the boat under
control while firmly against the wall than to
try and recover after the boat has
drifted away.
When ascending, it is difficult to locate the
bollards from the boat, so the crew has gone
ashore at the grassy bank in the background
and placed the line around the bollard,
before taking this photo.

The Problem:
How to get a line over the
bollards
A sure solution:
Throw a line to a crewman,
lock-keeper or passerby on
the lock wall, who will
pass the line behind the
bollard and return the loose
end to the boat.
The hard way:
Throw a line from the boat
over the bollard. Easy
enough if the lock is not
deep and you can see the
bollard. Not very easy if
you cannot see the bollard
or if the lock is unusually
deep.

Crossing the line around the bollard is not recommended. If the boat is descending in the lock the line
may not slacken easily, and it will be difficult or impossible to remove it when finished.
This lock was fitted with only a single bollard on this wall, requiring the use of the single bow-to-sternline technique. If several bollards are available use two lines, bow and stern. In that case, secure to the
stern bollard first; otherwise the stern will tend to swing out when the bow line is tightened.

An excellent lock layout,
plenty of bollards on both sides
and vertical poles inset in the
lock walls for smaller boats.
Canal St Martin, Paris

Canal St Martin, Paris

Here is an example of the reason for securing the boat tightly to the wall
in a turbulent filling lock. Note the stern line around a pole.

Canal du Nivernais

Approaching an open lock. This lock is operated by a lock-keeper, who has just waved us ahead.
Whenever a lock-keeper is present watch for his instructions or for a green light. The crew of the boat
ahead will help us by taking our line around a bollard, so in this case it isn't necessary to put a
crewperson ashore.
For the skipper, the important thing here is to not hit the stern of the other boat while watching to see if
the stern has cleared the gates behind him. There is more space than it seems; trust the lock-keeper.

River Doubs, Canal du Rhone au Rhin
Another type of lock approach, a lock as part of a weir across the river. These are often not easy to spot.
When headed upstream the waterfall over the weir is apparent, but headed downstream it will not be
and is obviously dangerous. This points out the need for the use of canal charts, so that the skipper
knows what to anticipate. The red and white column marks the lock location. The locks on this canal are
fully automatic, operated by the skipper using a remote control; no lock-keeper is present.

Most canal cruisers will utilize
a row of fenders to protect the
boat in locks, as seen on this
rental boat. But note also the
rub-rails on the stern corners;
this part of the boat often hits
the lock wall as the skipper
starts to exit a lock.
If space is available, use a boat
pole to push both the bow and
the stern away from the wall
before starting ahead. A
measure of the skipper's skill
is a smooth, uneventful
departure, with very little
steering adjustments. An
unskilled steerer will try to
turn away from the wall but
cannot do so because the stern
is in tight contact, until the end
of the lock; then anything can
happen, such as an unexpected
sharp turn into the canal bank.
Lutzelbourg, Canal de la Marne au Rhin

Gabarit Freycinet
You will see this term frequently in articles, guidebooks and charts describing the French canal
network. It means the Freycinet Gauge, the standard dimensions for most canals in France north and
east of a line from Le Havre to Lyon. (Not all of the northern canals use this standard, and none in the
south or west.)
The dimensions refer to the maximum size of a barge that can utilize the locks:
38.50 meters longeur (length)
5.06 meters largeur (width)
1.80 meters tirant d’eau (depth)
The actual dimensions of the lock are slightly larger, of course, to leave room for anchors and rudders,
as well as a small clearance on the sides. In fact, there are slight differences in the dimensions
published for various Freycinet canals. These dimensions result in a lock basin volume of 450 cubic
meters, suitable for one barge displacing 300 tons of water.
Charles-Louis Freycinet was an engineer and politician who became Minister of Public Works in
1877. He recognized the problems of a waterway network that had been built over the previous three
centuries with a variety of lock dimensions, and immediately set out to begin a rebuilding project that
lasted from 1879 to 1913, resulting in 1,519 kilometers of canals being refitted to this gauge.
M. Freycinet saw this project completed before his death, at 95, in 1923. He selected as a standard
vessel size the péniche flamande, the Flemish barges. Many thousands of these barges have traveled
these waterways, although quite a few are now retired from service due to competition from rail and
highway transportation, as well as the introduction of much larger barges and locks on the major
routes. On the next page is an example; this barge is traveling empty and shows the volume of the
lock space quite well, as very little of the flat-bottomed hull remains underwater.

This photo shows a peniche in a Freycinet lock. The lock is automatic, note the lack of crank
handles as seen in earlier slides. (Don’t ask about the dinghy floating in a tank of water
inside the barge, I don’t know! Perhaps an exercise program for the skipper?)

St Gilles lock, Canal de Rhone a Sete
This large lock is 195 X 12 meters, over four times as long and twice as wide as a Freycinet lock. Give
way to the commercial barges, who have priority, and watch for red/green traffic lights before entering.
The bollards in this lock are embedded in the sidewalls; move the line to the next higher (or lower)
bollard as necessary. There are ladders in the wall here, but it is recommended to avoid the use of
ladders in all locks unless absolutely necessary, as they are usually very slippery.

A "staircase" is a series of
directly-connected locks; the
top gate of one lock is the
bottom gate of the next. The
famous Fonserannes staircase
on the Canal du Midi is
heavily used in season (this
photo was taken in March)
and is a tourist attraction for
non-boaters, so be ready for
plenty of action and also lots
of spectators and potential
helpers who may be unskilled.
Note the single tiny bollard at
the center of the lock
sidewalls. The steps make it
convenient for a crewperson to
follow along with the lines to
the next lock.

Follow the instructions of the lock-keeper, who may open two locks at once for uphill traffic, creating a
strong flow of turbulent water. Keep the lines taut and use engine power as needed to maintain position.

Locks on rivers are usually located at one end of a dam

Moselle river

There is often a wall or
row of pilings provided
for waiting boats,
however on the major
waterways the pilings
are spaced for large
barges. Small boats
must tie-up with care.

Mosel river, Trier, Germany

L’alimentation en eau
“Feeding the canal with water” was a major problem to be solved by the canal builders and in some
cases continues to be a major headache for the canal operators. It may seem to be a subject of only mild
interest to canal users, but it becomes a problem for them when the canal must be closed due to lack of
water to operate the locks.
In several recent seasons Canal de Bourgogne was forced to close at the summit tunnel early in
the summer. The nearby Canal de Centre has also been closed before its regularly scheduled seasonal
date, or boats have been required to operate in convoys to reduce the frequency of locking cycles.
Planning for such a possibility can be started by researching the canal routes at an early stage in trip
planning. When selecting a route, check to see if any of the canals along the way include a summit
section. If so, make inquiries in advance regarding the outlook for the current season.
When the route for a canal was being laid out, the planners had to consider where they would have a
continuous source of water to operate the locks. If the waterway was to be a canalized river or a lateral
canal (one which closely parallels a river), then the river itself is the obvious source of water. But on a
summit canal, a new waterway is dug across the high ground between two watersheds and there is no
natural river. So water sources had to be located, reservoirs created and aqueducts built.
Why is this such a problem? Because locks use a great deal of water with each cycle. A typical
Freycinet lock will send 400 cubic meters of water downstream, about half a million gallons; in Britain,
narrow locks are used in The Midlands because they save water, using about 50 cubic meters (60, 000
gallons) per cycle.

Where the water comes from
The water to operate locks must come
from somewhere; the Canal du Midi is a
classic example. A canal to connect the
Atlantic Ocean with the Mediterannean
Sea was first described by the Romans
and was wanted by the early kings of
France; Leonardo da Vinci did some
planning in 1516. But construction
wasn't possible without a steady yearround supply of water to feed the canal.
The canal was begun in the mid-1660s
when Pierre Paul Riquet devised a plan
to bring water from the Black Mountains
to the summit of the canal at Naurouze,
by means of a 42 kilometer trench,
Rigole de la Plaine. From Naurouze the
water could be used to supply the locks
both to the east and to the west. A 70
hectare (170 acre) reservoir, the Bassin
de St-Ferréol, was built to store the
mountain water. This was such an
uncertain venture at the time that Riquet
was forced to finance this part of the
canal project himself.
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Where does the water go? It passes downstream into each
successive lock, perhaps after being held in a side pond for
a short period in order to smooth out the downstream flow.
Eventually it flows into the sea, as does the entire water
flow of all canals and rivers.

LOCKING PROCEDURE & TIPS

LOCKING PROCEDURE & TIPS
The next few pages will present a broad range of comments and suggestions for lock users. But
there are far too many variations to discuss every possibility, nor could anyone remember all of
them when traveling the waterways. So here are three primary rules to apply to all cases: Listen,
Observe & Read. But also don’t forget these other rules: Relax, stay calm and have fun!
Listen If you are renting a boat for a holiday trip, the rental base operator will provide a short
course of instruction about the boat and the waterway, especially locking techniques. Since the
operator will be thoroughly familiar with the boat and the locks that you will encounter, listen to
their advice and use their recommended technique. If you are traveling on your own vessel, listen
to the comments of other boaters traveling that waterway, and solicit advice from the lock-keeper
or other authorities that you encounter at the first lock on a new waterway.
Observe As you pass through locks, observe how the lock operates and what other boaters are
doing, both good and bad. Before entering the first lock in a new waterway or a section of locks
that are different, moor the vessel and walk to the lock to observe everything that can be learned
about the operation and techniques. Adjust your standard technique to fit the situation.
Read Charts and guidebooks for European waterways will show the location of all locks, as well
as details such as the rise/fall, VHF channel number or lock-keeper's telephone number. But don’t
ignore the general instructions in the front pages of the book. They will present information
specific to the waterway in that book and offer useful advice regarding how the locks operate.

Operating a Lock
On the European continent a majority of the waterways are served by lock-keepers who will direct
boats into the lock and will operate the lock controls. But some canals use automatic or user-operated
mechanisms. As you enter each new waterway, be sure to find out what to expect and how the locks
are operated.
The skipper should always remain aboard the vessel. You should have a standard technique agreed
with your crew, but also be ready to adjust with the situation. Establish a system of hand signals and
voice communication.
Crewpersons ashore will first assist the skipper with signals (such as which side of the lock tie-up
on), then handle the lines to secure the boat. After the skipper has confirmed that the vessel is secure,
the crew then operates the lock mechanism or assists the lock-keeper.
But first let’s define the word “secure”. That means that one or more lines have been looped behind a
bollard and are under the control of the skipper or a crewperson; it does not mean that the lines have
been tied-off, to be left unattended. In a lock “secure” also means “attended”. When the vessel
descends in a lock, the line must be free to be slackened as necessary. A tied-off or even accidentally
bound line cannot be undone and the results may be damage or injury. And if the vessel is ascending,
the line must be continually tightened to keep the vessel under control.
Protecting your boat (and others)
When the skipper is maneuvering the vessel in a lock and communicating with the crew, lock-keeper,
other boaters and sometimes spectators, it is easy to be distracted and allow the vessel to drift too far
ahead or astern. Before starting a trip, check on whatever may “stick out” at the bow and stern,
potentially causing injury or damage. It may be necessary to install a bumper of rubber, rope or fender.

Approaching the lock
This should be smooth, steady and precise. It can’t be done too slowly, for the vessel can only be
properly controlled with adequate headway. Line up your approach as early as possible so that
maneuvering near the lock won’t be necessary. One method that works well on a long barge with
rear wheelhouse is to sight down the centerline of the boat, lining up the bow of the vessel with the
center of the lock by sighting on the vertical line between the two gates at the far end.
Another technique is to watch along the side toward the wall where you intend to moor; you
already know that the beam of the boat will fit through the gates, so don’t worry about the other
side. Watch the gate on the near side on the way in, and then along that wall to your target bollard,
steering parallel to the wall and gently bringing the vessel into contact with the wall at the target
spot. Combine these sighting methods to get a feel for where you are in the lock, and where you
intend to be when you stop.
Binoculars will be useful, to scan the lock as early as possible in the approach. The first question to
be answered is which side of the lock has bollards or other means of securing the boat. Usually it
will be the towpath side, but not always. Spot the bollards with the binoculars if you can, or if crew
has gone ahead to the lock, they should signal back to the skipper. Two things to watch out for:
there may be a flow of water entering the channel from the side; this will be marked on the charts,
so you should be aware of it in advance. And check for a crosswind that may push the boat
sideways.
Who goes in first? Follow the instructions of the lock-keeper; look for red/green lights as well as
hand signals or voice instructions. Commercial vessels have legal priority, then the general rule is
that larger vessels go first. But in most cases you will be traveling in company with other pleasure
boats of similar size, so it is simply a matter of following the boat ahead.

Types of Lock Mechanisms
Manual: The gates and valves are operated by cranking a gear mechanism. If no lock-keeper is
present, all operations are done by the crew.
Fully Automatic (sensor control): Locks of this type perform all functions automatically, thus
the skipper and crew need only secure the vessel and watch the signal lights. A locking cycle starts
when the vessel passes through a radar or photocell beam across the canal, a short distance before
the lock. After hitting the beam, maintain position in the canal until a green light indicates that it is
safe to enter the lock. Other beams will sense when the vessel has passed the open gates at entry
and exit. The main thing to do in this type of lock is to observe and act only on the red/green
lights. An obvious thing not to do is to moor so as to obstruct the sensor beams. And when you get
the green light to exit, do so promptly or the gates may close.
Fully Automatic (remote control): Similar to above, except that the cycle is initiated from a
hand-held remote control furnished to the skipper at the first lock in the canal.
Fully Automatic (twist-pole): Similar to above, except that the cycle is initiated by twisting a
pole that is suspended from a cable across the canal or from a structure at one bank.
Fully Automatic (remote lock-keeper): Similar to above, except that all lock operations are
controlled by a lock-keeper located elsewhere, in a booth with a video and computer link to each
lock in a series. This type of locking is very fast and efficient because the lock-keeper adjusts the
cycle at each lock to match the traffic; often a open lock will be ready ahead. Unless you can spot
the lock-keeper's booth, you may wonder how this is all happening.
Semi-automatic (blue/red lift bars): In some locks, after the first gate has automatically opened
and the vessel has entered the lock, the cycle is on hold until the crew lifts a blue bar located near
the center of the lock, closing the gates and starting the fill or drain cycle. An adjacent red bar
stops the operation if necessary. A similar style is to use a card, similar to a credit card, which is
inserted into a slot in a control box on the lock wall. Or in a few cases, simply push a “start”
button located inside a booth.

Securing the vessel
Unless you are instructed otherwise by a lock-keeper or are locking with other vessels, choose a
location at the center of the lock wall. There may be turbulence from the inrush of water at the top
end, or a possibly unexpected strong backwash from the bottom end. But your location will be
controlled by the location of bollards or other means of attaching lines to the wall. A good technique is
to use lines from both the stern and the bow, each to a separate bollard. It is common for someone to
be put ashore ahead of the lock so that they can locate the bollards and take a line passed or thrown
from the boat. Attach the stern line first, otherwise the forward motion of the vessel will tend to swing
the stern out and may result in getting the vessel crosswise in the lock.
If a single bollard is to be used, attach a line that is longer than the length of the boat to a cleat near
the bow (preferably a cleat about one-third of the way back from the bow, if available.) Pass that line
behind the bollard and to a person near the stern of the boat. Pulling on the line will draw the stern
against the wall. But with either of these techniques, do not try to stop the vessel by pulling on a line.
It must be stopped by engine power in reverse, then the line can be drawn taut.
On commercial barges and other large vessels, the crew most often work from the barge to the
shore; that is, they throw an eye of line around a bollard rather than get off of the vessel. The line is
pulled back around a pair of bollards at the bow of the barge. Only a bow line is used, and forward
engine power is used against the “spring” of that line to hold the stern against the wall. These
techniques are for professionals and are recommended only for large pleasure vessels with a trained
and experienced crew.
Shut off the engine only after lines are secured. Remember, each line must be tended by a
crewperson or the skipper; do not tie-off the line, as it must be constantly tightened while ascending or
slackened while descending, and must be free to slide off the bollard when finished.

Bollards
There are a variety of bollard types and locations. On previous pages it was suggested that many
cruising boats will put someone ashore to walk ahead to the lock; the primary reason for this is so
that they can locate the bollards and signal to the skipper. Bollards that are atop the lock wall may
exist on both sides of the lock, but on many canals they are on one side only. They are frequently set
back from the edge of the wall, making it difficult to see them from water level or to catch one with a
thrown line.
In large locks used by commercial barges bollards that are set into the lock wall are common, as the
crew of these vessels always works from the deck of the barge rather than going ashore. These
bollards may be a series of vertical poles, or a tier of bollards at several levels embedded in the wall.
The most convenient are floating bollards, which rise or fall along with the water level and stay
adjacent to the deck of the vessel.
Uphill vs. Downhill
It is commonly agreed that descending in a lock is easier than ascending. Going uphill, bollards atop
the wall often can’t be seen from the boat and there will sometimes be severe turbulence from the
inrush of water. Going downhill, the top of the lock wall is right alongside the deck and the draining
of water is more calm.
However, be aware of the underwater sill at the top end of the lock, stay at least two meters away
from the gate to prevent dropping the stern of the boat onto the sill. Also, never tie off the lines, they
must be slackened under control as the vessel descends. It is best to have an axe or knife handy in
case a line should become hung up and need to be cut loose quickly.

Safety in Locks
Just as with driving a car, most locking operations are routine and even become boring after days of
multiple locks, but can suddenly become dangerous and cause injury or death. Multi-ton vessels are
floating inside a closed chamber with masonry walls and thick steel or wooden gates; improper
handling of a vessel can cause personal injury or damage to other vessels or the lock structure. In recent
years there has been one highly-experienced boater who was killed when he fell into a lock and another
who was severely injured when her leg was caught by a coil of rope. Pets can be a problem, keep them
tied up or closed inside a cabin.
Know what to expect: If possible, moor before you get to the first lock on a new waterway and walk
ahead to inspect the lock and perhaps watch a cycle of the lock in operation. Discuss this with your
crew so that everyone aboard will be able to anticipate what must be done.
Don’t Fall In: This is the obvious and most primary rule, don’t fall off the wall or the vessel; you could
easily be crushed as the vessel moves against the wall or other boats. Even though the danger is
obvious, conscious steps should be taken to avoid it:
1. Don’t use lock ladders. They are often slippery, rusty or may have rungs missing.
2. Don’t reach for a line that wasn’t thrown well; wait for the thrower to retrieve the line.
3. Everyone on board should either have an assigned task and position, or else a place to
remain out of danger; it isn’t uncommon to see a large party with people all over the boat.
Don’t get between the vessel and the wall: Again this is an obvious potential danger that can be
avoided by awareness; do not allow hands or feet to get between the side of the boat and the wall, or
other vessels. There is a natural tendency to “push off” from the wall or other boats; this can be helpful
if done with a boathook, but do it with great care, and don’t expect to stop a moving vessel; it weighs
far too much and will have too much inertia.
Don’t get all wrapped up in your work: That is, be aware of the ropes. Don’t stand on or inside a coil
of rope. Keep the rope in your hands and watch where it lays on the deck or lock wall. Very severe
injuries can result, or you could be pulled into a bollard or overboard.

Some General Locking Tips
First, a tip about tips: On most canals, particularly in France & Belgium, tips to lock-keepers are
welcomed but definitely not required. They should be small, one or two Euros, unless a lock-keeper has
performed extra duty or has traveled along with you through several locks. It is even better if you can
offer a small gift rather than cash; chocolates, cookies, cigarettes or beverages. These comments apply
to people with whom you have had direct contact; you don’t need to search out an operator in a booth.
In Holland tips are not common, although the very efficient Dutch will sometimes post a sign
suggesting a tip, including the amount!
You will have to pay a fee in Holland for the opening of bridges or locks that are controlled by the local
municipality; this is often collected in a wooden shoe lowered on a line.
Tell the lock-keeper of your plans; often they will ask, especially if the midday break or the closing
hour is approaching. They want to know when to expect you at the next lock, which may be in their
zone or they will call ahead to the next lock-keeper. And they will commonly ask at what time you
expect to start in the morning.
The midday break is never ignored, or even stretched; you may even be refused entry into a lock if the
break time is approaching, as the lock-keeper may prefer that you not wait out the break inside his lock.
Even automatic locks may not operate during that period, probably because they are being monitored
remotely and that person will leave for the break. The operating schedule for the locks will be shown in
the chartbook; check with a lock-keeper or other authority to be sure that the information is current.
Holidays are especially important, check the calendar for any closed day that is coming up, it may be
one that is not familiar to you. When closed for the holiday, locks will not open and you are stopped!

Some General Locking Tips
VHF radio is not generally required (although a new rule now requires it on all pleasure boats
passing through Paris on the Seine) but can be useful, even if just for monitoring of commercial
barge traffic. On some waterways the VHF channel number for the locks is posted on canal-side
signs, as well as on the charts.
Mobile phones are also useful for calling ahead to a lock-keeper, port or other authority; their
telephone numbers are shown on charts. In a few cases where locking is infrequent, a lock-keeper
may have to be called to come from another location.
On the VHF and telephone, use the local language if possible, if not use English.
Keep an axe or heavy knife handy to cut a rope quickly if necessary.
The best overall advice is simple: be patient, don't rush, enjoy the time spent in company with
lock-keepers and other boaters from many countries.

BOATLIFTS

Arzviller plan incliné,
Canal de la Marne au Rhin

Boatlifts replace multiple locks
Staircase locks and "ladders" of repetitive locks which are not connected but are in a close series
have in some places been replaced by mechanized boatlifts, which transport a basin of water
along a plan incliné (inclined plane) or straight up and down in an ascenseur (elevator).
Using one of these is not much different from using a lock, except that the water level will not
change. Enter and leave the basin at the direction of the operator and tie up securely to a bollard.
Then just watch the scenery and wonder at this strange way to cruise a canal.
Because the boats will displace their weight in water, the total weight of a basin will remain the
same no matter the number or size of boats in the basin (so said Archimedes.)
The Arzviller inclined plane replaces an older section of the canal with seventeen locks in 4
kilometers, turning several hours of work into just a few minutes of sightseeing. The vertical
height of the lift is 45 meters.
You can visit the Arzviller lift without a boat, seeing the sights from a tourist train or a tour boat
that makes the journey down and up, with a short cruise on the canal included.

A boat has just entered the tank from the upper canal,
passing under the yellow frame; the black gate
will be lowered from the frame, sealing the tank.

The gate is in place and the tank
is ready for the trip down.

The tank is counterbalanced
by a weight and cable system.

The gate is lifted from the exit end of the tank
and the boat cruises into the lower canal.

Strepy-Thieu ascenseur
Canal de Centre, Belgium
Bypasses 1 lock & 4 aged boatlifts

There are two tanks, however
each tank works independently.
These boats are entering the
west tank.

Boats enter and tie up in the tank,
then the overhead gate
is lowered to seal the tank.

The tank is lifted by multiple cables
attached to counterweights.

Counterweight

Looking southwest from the top.

Looking back, exiting
northeast bound.

Ronquières plan incliné
Charleroi-Brussels Canal, Belgium
Replaced 14 locks

The distinctive tower column is for
operators and tourists only; it has
nothing to do with the mechanism.

Recreational boats waiting to enter one of the
two tanks, as a 1350-ton barge exits.

The tank rides on railroad wheels
down a 1.5 km slope.
It is counterbalanced by sliding weights.
The vertical descent is 70 meters.

For complete details on both the Strepy-Thieu and Ronquiéres boatlifts, go to:
http://services-techniques.met.wallonie.be/en/waterways/strepythieu_boat_lift/
http://services-techniques.met.wallonie.be/en/waterways/the_inclined_plane_of_ron/

Alongside the Fonserannes staircase of locks (on the Canal du Midi) there is probably the
most bizarre boatlift; large barges are floated in a wedge of water that is pushed up a long
inclined plane, without a tank. The water is contained in a concrete trench and pushed
along by a sealing plate.

A tractor draws
the sealing plate
up the sloping
trench, forcing a
wedge of water
ahead of it.

Boats enter at the top

The wheel turns
counterclockwise
The Falkirk Wheel replaces eleven locks at the junction of
the Forth & Clyde Canal with the Union Canal, near
Edinburgh, Scotland.
The boats in the photo above are tour boats offering rides on
the wheel.
Boats exit at the
bottom.

